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THE TRUTH ABOUT THE ‘VAMPIRE
FACIAL’

It’s hard to look at this picture without
feeling a little squeamish. After all,
seeing Kim Kardashian‘s usually
flawless and professionally contoured
face splattered with blood makes it
seem as if she’s been witness to
some awful crime, not trying out a
new treatment designed to maintain
that youthful glow.

The gory photo is from a 2013
episode of reality TV’s “Kim and Kourtney Take Miami,” and the footage that aired
on the show had Kim writhing in pain as she gets injected with blood. Since then,
interest around the process – known as platelet rich plasma (PRP) treatments –
has been feverish, which also means the need for increased public education
about this bloody treatment celebrated for its healing properties.

During a recent trip to the Verso Surgery Centre in Oakville, we got the truth about
PRP injections from the centre’s medical director, Dr. Jack Kolenda, and his team
of professionals.

PRP has origins in the veterinary field
PRP treatments have been around a long time and before they were used on
humans, they were administered to help our injured four-legged friends get better
faster. The use of plasma injections then moved onto the sports field, with famous
faces like Tiger Woods and Kobe Bryant getting treatments to help them recover
from various athletic injuries. It’s only recently that the injections have been used in
cosmetic treatments.

It can be used on the whole body
Lest you think PRP is confined to the face, it’s also used in hair recovery
procedures, has been known to reduce acne scars, stretch marks and perks up
sagging skin on the décolleté, hands, thighs, abdomen and behind.

You’re using your own blood to help repair and boost
For the treatment, your blood is taken and then processed in a centrifuge and the
resulting platelet-rich plasma is applied to whatever area needs help. Platelets are
used by your body to heal itself, so concentrating the injections in one area send
signals that it’s time to get to work. When that area is the face, it improves
collagen, shrinks pore sizes and gives the skin a fresh-faced, hydrated glow, aka
that youthful hue we’re all striving to keep. PRP can be used on its own or
combined with other technologies like laser treatments.

It shouldn’t hurt
It goes against common sense that being pricked multiple times with a needle on
your tender skin would be anything but excruciating but Dr. Kolenda swears you
won’t feel a thing. How can he be sure? “I’m a chicken and I had [the hair
restoration] treatment done and it didn’t hurt at all,” he tells us. He also points out
that because Kardashian was having manual injections, pain is to be expected but
at his centre, a gun-like automatic tool rapidly pricks the skin – much faster than
human hands could – making tiny injections that aren’t invasive and therefore don’t
hurt. The whole procedure only takes 15 minutes.

Post-PRP skincare is half the battle
Yes, recovery time with PRP injections is minimal and chances are no one will be
able to spot the spots after your first procedure. (It’s recommended to get three
facial treatments within a year for maximum results.) But, what you do with your
skin afterwards is almost as important since maintenance is key. The injections
experts at Verso use SkinCeuticals Phyto Corrective Gel as their go-to for soothing
recently treated skin and recommend not washing your face the night-of so the
plasma can really go to work.
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